Choose whichever images you prefer to have students analyze for each Egyptian religion. Print out in color, and have laminated for best results.

**Ancient Egyptian Images #2-16**
- Image 2 – Stepped Pyramid of Saqqara/Designed by Imhotep
- Image 3 – Hatshepsut’s Temple
- Images 4-13 – Interior of Dandera Temple, dedicated to Hathor
- Image 14 – Image from Luxor Temple
- Images 15-16 – Karnak Temple

**Coptic Christian Images #17-42**
- Images 17-23 - Carvings, vandalism and altar done by early Copts in Philae and Karnak Temples
- Images 24-40 – Exterior and interior pictures of St. Anthony’s Monastery near the Red Sea, built in 365 C.E.
- Images 41-42 – Hanging Church in Cairo, built in the 7th century C.E.

**Islamic Images #43-79**
- Images 43-44 Al-Azhar University, built by Fatimid Dynasty
- Images 45-79 are interior and exterior shots from medieval mosques in Islamic Cairo, as well as Muhammad Ali’s mosque built in the 19th century using medieval patterns. Also, images from collection at Gayer Anderson museum located in a medieval era house in Cairo. As well as a couple of images inspired by Islamic art in the modern day.
- Images 43-44 Al-Azhar University, built by Fatimid Dynasty